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It's a knowing XV
"They promised to tell their spouses they were leaving and then meet to begin
their new life together. But he never shows up. A new twisting novel of
psychological suspense from the acclaimed author of Gone Without a Trace.
Coworkers Ruby and Harry are in love--but they're married to other people. They
decide to tell their spouses that their marriages are over and to start their new
lives together. Ruby, who has wanted to leave her controlling husband for a while,
tells him she's leaving him and waits at the hotel where she and Harry are to meet.
But Harry never shows up. Suddenly, Ruby's life has fallen apart, and she's lost
everything. Harry won't answer her calls, and she's fired from her job. She finds a
cheap apartment in a run-down part of town, all the while wondering what
happened to Harry. Just as Ruby thinks she's hit rock bottom, strange and
menacing things start to happen--someone is sneaking into her apartment, and
someone is following her home late at night--and Ruby is going to have to fight for
her survival"--

Closer You Are
Alex Rogo is a harried plant manager working ever more desperately to try and
improve performance. His factory is rapidly heading for disaster. So is his
marriage. He has ninety days to save his plant - or it will be closed by corporate
HQ, with hundreds of job losses. It takes a chance meeting with a colleague from
student days - Jonah - to help him break out of conventional ways of thinking to
see what needs to be done. Described by Fortune as a 'guru to industry' and by
Businessweek as a 'genius', Eliyahu M. Goldratt was an internationally recognized
leader in the development of new business management concepts and systems.
This 20th anniversary edition includes a series of detailed case study interviews by
David Whitford, Editor at Large, Fortune Small Business, which explore how
organizations around the world have been transformed by Eli Goldratt's ideas. The
story of Alex's fight to save his plant contains a serious message for all managers
in industry and explains the ideas which underline the Theory of Constraints (TOC)
developed by Eli Goldratt. Written in a fast-paced thriller style, The Goal is the
gripping novel which is transforming management thinking throughout the
Western world. It is a book to recommend to your friends in industry - even to your
bosses - but not to your competitors!
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Come a Little Closer
New York Times bestselling author Jill Sanders strikes gold with a sizzling series
about oil-rich playboys whose hearts are up for grabs. No one's more surprised
than Tyler McGowan when he discovers he has a knack for running the family's oil
business--a role he took on after his father's sudden passing. Now, to keep the old
man's legacy afloat, Tyler's giving up his playboy ways and settling into small-town
life. But his newfound resolve is tested when trouble strides into his office in fiveinch heels. Kristen Howell has spent the last five years working her way up the
corporate ladder. And somehow it's landed her smack-dab in the middle of
nowhere: Haven, Montana. It's her job to convince the head of McGowan
Enterprises to sell. But the tall and rangy hunk is proving to be exceedingly
stubborn--and overwhelmingly hot. When someone attempts to derail her
negotiations, Kristen is ready to get down and dirty. But the sparks she and Tyler
are throwing near the oil field may be dangerously combustible

The Closer You Get
Her marriage to Ed is challenged by odd noises, petty squabbles, and the onset of
blackouts with no medical source, Amanda accidentally recieves a book on
possession, the arrival of which coincides with increasingly bizarre events.

Come a Little Closer
After being released from prison, and determined to stay out of trouble, Jase
Hollister returns home to Strawberry Valley, Oklahoma where his plans to live a
nice, simple life are thwarted by the arrival of hot-blooded Southern beauty and
down-on-her-luck waitress Brook Lynn Dillon. Original.

Working
Everyone engages in self-protecting behaviours to some extent, but when these
begin to take on the form of bad habits, they can be damaging. People often use
self-protection strategies in love and relationships to mitigate potential pain or
heartbreak. This book considers the defence mechanisms inadvertently used to
avoid closeness with other people, the inner self, and reality and any resulting
distress from confrontation with these bodies. This book will teach you how to
recognise specific protective behaviours that hinder close relationships and why
we engage in them. By understanding the source of these patterns and objectively
considering the alternatives, the author will guide you on the path to overcome
negative protection strategies and embrace positive relationships. With a
foundation in psychology, this book will also be of interest to professional
counsellors and therapists.

Come Closer and Listen
A collection of writings celebrating the joys of family travel includes contributions
by Paul Reiser, Mary Morris, Michael Crichton, Tim Parks, Calvin Trillin, and Leila
Philip
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Come to Me Recklessly
After being released from prison, and determined to stay out of trouble, Jase
Hollister returns home to Strawberry Valley, Oklahoma where his plans to live a
nice, simple life are thwarted by the arrival of hot-blooded Southern beauty and
down-on-her-luck waitress Brook Lynn Dillon. Original.

Go Away, Come Closer
PRE-ORDER THE PSYCHOLOGICAL SUSPENSE OF THE SUMMER NOW Friend.
Neighbour. Killer? Leah's new to Wyndham Park. Lonely and suffering from
insomnia, she befriends her upstairs neighbour. Anton has only recently returned
to the street and is lonely too. He's been gone for nineteen years - and hasn't told
Leah the real reason why. Nineteen years ago Anton was imprisoned for killing his
wife. A wife who looked a bit like Leah . . . Was he wrongly convicted? Or is Leah
befriending a killer intent on luring her closer and closer? Praise for Karen Perry
'Like Gone Girl . . . it's the most gripping thing I've read for ages' Evening Standard
'A brilliant binge-read thriller with a real roller coaster of an ending' Heat 'If you're
a fan of menacing psychological thrillers that chill to the bone, this book is for you'
Sunday Independent 'Genuinely surprising' Guardian

You Can't Get Much Closer Than This
Sometimes appearances deceive. Take me, for instance. I look like a respectable
doctor with his shit together, but the rural Montana mental hospital I work at is
actually a sanctuary from my demons. At just thirty-five years old, I've already
failed on an epic scale. Treating patients at Hawthorne Hill is part of my
atonement. I've found peace when a new patient turns me inside out. Allison Cole
is a beautiful, haunted survivor who fell into silence after witnessing a murder. But
even without words, I'm drawn to her. The closer we get, the more I'm tempted to
cross my professional boundaries and give in to my desire. Soon I find myself in a
desperate race to put the pieces of Allison's silence together. Her life becomes
inextricably entwined with mine as I fight to save the second chance I never
thought I'd have. I'll break whatever rules I have to in order to protect this woman
who's been to hell and back. For her, I'll do harm.

Come Closer
The Closer’s Survival Guide is perfect for sales people, negotiators, deal makers
and mediators but also critically important for dreamers, investors, inventors,
buyers, brokers, entrepreneurs, bankers, CEO’s, politicians and anyone who wants
to close others on the way they think and get what they want in life. Show me any
highly successful person, and I will show you someone who has big dreams and
who knows how to close! The end game is the close.

Come a Little Bit Closer
What We Saw
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A young soldier’s memoirs of fighting in WWII: “Fascinating . . . A personal record
like this is a valuable resource to anyone interested in the period”(Military Model
Scene). After the Citadel and Officer Candidate School, Andrew Z. Adkins Jr., was
sent to the 80th Infantry Division, then training in the California-Arizona desert.
There, he was assigned as an 81mm mortar section leader in Company H, 2nd
Battalion, 317th Infantry Regiment. When the division completed training in
December 1943, it was shipped in stages to the United Kingdom and then
Normandy, where it landed on August 3, 1944. Lieutenant Adkins and his fellow
soldiers took part in light hedgerow fighting that served to shake the division down
and familiarize the troops and their officers with combat. The first real test came
within weeks, when the 2nd Battalion, 317th Infantry, attacked high ground near
Argentan during the drive to seal German forces in the Falaise Pocket. While
scouting for mortar positions in the woods, Adkins met a group of Germans and
shot one of them dead with his carbine. This baptism in blood settled the question
faced by every novice combatant: He was cool under fire, capable of killing when
facing the enemy. He later wrote, “It was a sickening sight, but having been caught
up in the heat of battle, I didn’t have a reaction other than feeling I had saved my
own life.” Thereafter, the 2nd Battalion, 317th Infantry, took part in bloody battles
across France, sometimes coping with inept leadership and grievous losses, even
as it took hills and towns away from the Germans. In the fighting graphically
portrayed here, Adkins acted with skill and courage, placing himself at the
forefront of the action whenever he could. His extremely aggressive delivery of
critical supplies to a cut-off unit in an embattled French town earned him a Bronze
Star, the first in his battalion. This is a story of a young soldier at war, a junior
officer’s coming of age amid pulse-pounding combat. Before his death, Andy
Adkins was able to face his memory of war as bravely as he faced war itself. He put
it on paper, honest and unflinching. In 1944-45, he did his duty to his men and
country—and here, he serves new generations of military and civilian readers.

Come to Me Quietly
A jaw-dropping novel of psychological suspense that asks, If the love of your life
disappeared without a trace, how far would you go to find out why? Hannah
Monroe's boyfriend, Matt, is gone. His belongings have disappeared from their
house. Every call she ever made to him, every text she ever sent, every photo of
him and any sign of him on social media have vanished. It's as though their last
four years together never happened. As Hannah struggles to get through the next
few days, with humiliation and recriminations whirring through her head, she
knows that she'll do whatever it takes to find him again and get answers. But as
soon as her search starts, she realizes she is being led into a maze of madness and
obsession. Step by suspenseful step, Hannah discovers her only way out is to come
face to face with the shocking truth READERS GUIDE INSIDE

Closer
The One You Want
Through journal entries, sixteen-year-old Miranda describes her family's struggle to
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survive after a meteor hits the moon, causing worldwide tsunamis, earthquakes,
and volcanic eruptions.

The Closer You Come
Now completely revised and updated, with full-color photographs and familyfriendly recipes throughout. The deeply personal story of a father learning to share
his love of nature with his children, not through the indoor lens of words or
pictures, but directly, palpably, by exploring the natural world as they forage, cook
and eat from the woods and sea. This compelling, masterfully written tale follows
Dylan Tomine and his family through four seasons as they hunt chanterelles, fish
for salmon, dig clams and gather at the kitchen table, mouths watering, to enjoy
the fruits of their labor. Closer to the Ground captures the beauty and surprise of
the natural world — and the ways it teaches us how to live — with humor, gratitude
and a nose for adventure as keen as a child’s. It is a book filled with weather,
natural history and many delicious meals.

Gone Without a Trace
An insightful and haunting new collection from Pulitzer Prize-winning poet Charles
Simic Irreverent and sly, observant and keenly imagined, Come Closer and Listen is
the latest work from one of our most beloved poets. With his trademark sense of
humor, open-hearted empathy, and perceptive vision, Charles Simic roots his
poetry in the ordinary world while still taking in the wide sweep of the human
experience. From poems pithy, wry, and cutting—“Time—that murderer/that no
has caught yet”—to his layered reflections on everything from love to grief to the
wonders of nature, from the story of St. Sebastian to that of a couple weeding side
by side, Simic’s work continues to reveal to us an unmistakable voice in modern
poetry. An innovator in form and a chronicler of both our interior lives and the
people we are in the world, Simic remains one of our most important and lasting
voices on the page.

You're Not Listening
A second chance at life A second chance at love Jared Holt never thought he
deserved either-until he found both in the arms of Aly Moore. Aly has loved Jared
for as long as she can remember, and she's more than ready for the future they're
making together. But Jared can't help remembering his own family. And he'll never
forgive himself for what happened to them. How can he allow himself the very
happiness he once destroyed? To live a life worthy of Aly, Jared knows he has to
stop running and finally put his past to rest. But when he decides to face his
demons head-on, he encounters more than he bargained for: a dangerous mix of
jealousy, lies, and dishonest intentions. When those intentions threaten Aly, Jared
loses all control, giving into the rage that earned him his bad-boy reputation years
before. And he'll fight to protect her no matter what it costseven if he destroys
himself in the process. Praise for A.L. Jackson: 'As always, A.L. Jackson knows how
to tap human emotion. Every word she writes bleeds meaning. Come To Me Quietly
is a riveting tale of loss, two souls destined to be together and discovering strength
in forgiving ones self from regrets keeping them chained to finding true happiness.
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Simply breath-taking' Gail McHugh, New York Times bestselling author of Collide
and Pulse 'Intense . . . touching' RT Book Reviews 'This beautiful, heartbreaking
story was raw, genuine, and I could not put it down!' Biblio Belles 'Come To Me
Quietly speaks to me like a perfect lullaby created just for my ears' Fab, Fun, &
Tantalizing Reads 'All in all, BEAUTIFUL, MORE BEAUTIFUL & BRILLIANT' Beauty,
Brains, and Books 'I can't think of a single thing I would change in this story. It
ended perfectly. The depth was there every part of the way' The Book Blog If
you're a fan of tortured bad boys and second chance romance, you will absolutely
want to check this one out!! Aestas Book Blog "I was captivated from the first page
until the last." Romance Book Lovers Blog "Oh, this book was amazing. I know I
gush like a schoolgirl, but I cannot contain myself when I find a story that leaves
me clutching its pages to my heart.' Tina's Book Reviews "Can A. L. Jackson write
anything but excellence? Not in my eyes!5-star perfection!" Madison Says

The Closer You Come
THE STORY: Four lives intertwine over the course of four and a half years in this
densely plotted, stinging look at modern love and betrayal. Dan, an obituary writer,
meets Alice, a stripper, after an accident in the street. Eighteen months later,

The Closer You Get
Tom is a successful author, but he's struggling to finish his novel. His main
distraction is an online admirer, Evie, who simply won't leave him alone. Evie is
smart, well-read, and unstable; social-media friendships are not only her escape,
but everything she has. When she's hit with a restraining order, her world is turned
upside down, and Tom is free to live his life again, to concentrate on writing. But
things aren't really adding up. For Tom is distracted but also addicted to his online
relationships, and when they take a darker, more menacing turn, he feels
powerless to change things. Maybe he needs Evie more than he's letting on. A
compulsive thriller, The Closer I Get is also a searing commentary on the fragility
and insincerity of online relationships, and the danger that can lurk just one "like"
away.

Closer to You
An award-winning trainer draws on experience with such top athletes as Michael
Jordan, Kobe Bryant and Ken Griffey, Jr. to explain how to tap dark competitive
reflexes in order to succeed regardless of circumstances, explaining the
importance of finding internal resources and harnessing the power of personal
fears and instincts.

Relentless
When was the last time you listened to someone, or someone really listened to
you? "If you’re like most people, you don’t listen as often or as well as you’d like.
There’s no one better qualified than a talented journalist to introduce you to the
right mindset and skillset—and this book does it with science and humor." -Adam
Grant, #1 New York Times bestselling author of Originals and Give and Take "An
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essential book for our times." -Lori Gottlieb, New York Times bestselling author of
Maybe You Should Talk to Someone At work, we’re taught to lead the conversation.
On social media, we shape our personal narratives. At parties, we talk over one
another. So do our politicians. We’re not listening. And no one is listening to us.
Despite living in a world where technology allows constant digital communication
and opportunities to connect, it seems no one is really listening or even knows
how. And it’s making us lonelier, more isolated, and less tolerant than ever before.
A listener by trade, New York Times contributor Kate Murphy wanted to know how
we got here. In this always illuminating and often humorous deep dive, Murphy
explains why we’re not listening, what it’s doing to us, and how we can reverse the
trend. She makes accessible the psychology, neuroscience, and sociology of
listening while also introducing us to some of the best listeners out there (including
a CIA agent, focus group moderator, bartender, radio producer, and top furniture
salesman). Equal parts cultural observation, scientific exploration, and rousing call
to action that's full of practical advice, You're Not Listening is to listening what
Susan Cain's Quiet was to introversion. It’s time to stop talking and start listening.

The Closer's Survival Guide
Fame, fortune, and falling in love Movie star Smith Sullivan can't afford any
distractions. He's staking his entire reputation on his new filmbut he can't stop
thinking about Valentina Landon and the fire he sees smouldering just beneath the
surface of her cool exterior. Valentina isn't averse to sensual pleasure, or even to
the idea of finding true love, but as a Hollywood business manager she's watched
too many smart women fall for actorsonly to be torn apart when the fairy tale
comes to its inevitable end. But when intense weeks together on set turn their
heated attraction into red-hot flames of passion, Smith knows he has to find a way
to convince Valentina to let him get a little bit closer. Close enough to completely
steal her heartthe way she's stolen his from the beginning.

Come to Me Softly
Taking their romance on the road? Camille Carson has known performers like Brett
Taylor—arrogant, egotistical, incapable of commitment. And Brett, the Texas
cowboy turned country music superstar, is no different. She knows that…even if he
makes her feel as though she's the only woman in the room when he starts
crooning those romantic ballads. Resisting him is impossible. Still, Cammie's smart
enough to know that this affair with Brett is as fleeting as her temporary gig with
his crew. So when she starts believing his lyrics, she knows she's heaping on the
heartache. Yet there's something about him that whispers he might not be just
another star. Could be his young daughter waiting in the wings. Could be how he is
offstage. If Brett isn't the man Cammie thinks he could be, it's not too late to cut
and run. But what if he is?

Closer I Get
The authorized biography of Robert Pollard, indie rock icon and founder of the
music group Guided By Voices Robert Pollard has been a staple of the indie rock
scene since the early '80s, along with his band Guided By Voices. Pollard was a
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longtime grade school teacher who toiled endlessly on his music, finding success
only after adopting a do-it-yourself approach, relying on lo-fi home recordings for
much of his and his band's career. A prolific artist, Pollard continues to churn out
album after album, much to the acclaim of critics and his obsessive and devoted
fans. But his story has never been faithfully told in its entirety. Until now. Author
Matthew Cutter is a longtime friend of Pollard and, with Pollard's blessing, he's set
out to tell the whole, true story of Guided By Voices. Closer You Are is the first book
to take an in-depth look at the man behind it all, with interviews conducted by the
author with Pollard's friends, family, and bandmates, along with unfettered access
to Pollard himself and his extensive archives. Robert Pollard has had an amazing
and seemingly endless career in rock music, but he's also established himself as a
consummate artist who works on his own terms. Now fans can at long last learn
the full story behind one of America's greatest living songwriters.

Come Closer
*** LARGE PRINT EDITION *** The virgin isn't the only one with something to lose
Self-described manwhore Kieran Frost is loving the single life. Two years after
moving to Seattle, he still has his friends with benefits, Rhett and Ethan, plus a
never-ending supply of gorgeous, available men wandering through the bar where
he works. A relationship? Spare him the drama and heartbreak. He's got no
complaints about his unattached lifestyle. When Rhett's daughter introduces him
to newly-out-of-the-closet Alex Corbin, Kieran's interest perks up. After all, the
quiet ones are always the freaks in bed. But Alex isn't just shy and reserved. He's a
virgin in every sense of the word-he's never even kissed anyone. Kieran is no one's
teacher, and his first instinct is to run like hell in the other direction. But his
conscience won't let him throw the naïve kid to the wolves for someone else to
take advantage of. The plan is to introduce Alex to his own sexuality, pull him out
of his shell, then go their separate ways. It's the perfect, foolproof planassuming no
one falls in love. This 68,000 word novel was previously published.

The Goal
A troubled playboy meets the woman he can’t resist in this sizzling classic from
New York Times bestselling author Gena Showalter, previously published as The
Hotter You Burn! Beck Ockley is ruthless in the boardroom…and the bedroom. He’s
never been with the same woman twice and vows he never will. With a past as
troubled as his, meaningless sex keeps the demons at bay and his own wary heart
intact. Harlow Glass is currently penniless, jobless and homeless. When the
beautiful artist sneaks into Beck’s home, her ancestral estate, she’s shocked by his
early return…and her immediate, sizzling and intense attraction to him. For the
first time in Beck’s life, he can’t get a woman out of his mind. All too soon,
friendship blooms into something more and he’ll either have to break her heart…or
surrender his own. Read the entire reader-favorite Original Heartbreakers series:
Book 1: The Closer You Come Book 2: Friends First Book 3: The Harder You Fall
Book 4: Can’t Hardly Breathe Book 5: Can’t Let Go Book 6: The One You Want

Family Travel
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New York Times bestselling author Gena Showalter introduces the Original
Heartbreakers—beginning with a ruthless businessman about to break his own
rules—in this special prequel novella! Rich, powerful and utterly untamable, Dane
Michaelson is every woman's darkest fantasy. When he returns to his hometown to
witness his father's upcoming nuptials, he is unprepared for the redheaded beauty
soon to become his stepsister. He's never wanted anyone more. Kenna Starr has
no desire to join the long list of women on rotation in Dane's bedroom. The single
mom learned the hard way—bad boys do bad things, and someone always gets
hurt. But Dane isn't fighting fair. With every heated look, stolen kiss and illicit
caress, he melts her defenses. Soon, the girl with the rep and the man who claims
to be heartless are locked in a passionate affair. But when trouble arises, will they
stand together or fall apart? Look for the next books in the Original
Heartbreakers—The Closer You Come, The Hotter You Burn and The Harder You
Fall—from HQN Books!

Closer to the Ground
From the acclaimed bestselling author of Lost to You and When We Collide comes a
New Adult novel of one woman’s obsession: a man who’s as passionate as he is
elusive—and as tempting as he is trouble… Aleena Moore is haunted by Jared Holt.
It’s been six years since she’s seen her brother’s best friend, the self-destructive
bad boy she secretly loved in high school. As the years pass, she knows it’s time to
move on. Time to decide between a practical nursing degree and her true dream
as an artist. Time to get over Jared and give another guy a chance… Just when she
opens her heart to her friend, Gabe, Aly returns home to find Jared sleeping on her
couch. The teenage boy she loved has grown into a man she can’t resist. Covered
in tattoos and lost in rage, he’s begging to be saved from his demons—the
memories of the day he destroyed his family. As the two reconnect, their passion is
hot enough to torch Aly’s judgment. But can she risk her future for a man who lives
on the edge of destruction?

Come Closer
Introduces perspective and scale through pictures of objects taken from three
different distances.

Closer You Are
They had the perfect plan to start a new life togetherbefore it all went horribly
wrong. A new twisting novel of psychological suspense from the acclaimed author
of The Girl I Used to Be. Coworkers Ruby and Harry are in love—but they’re
married to other people. They decide to tell their spouses that their marriages are
over and to start a new life together. Ruby has wanted to leave her controlling
husband for a while, so she tells him she’s leaving and waits at the hotel where she
and Harry are to meet. But Harry never shows up. Suddenly, Ruby has lost
everything. Harry won’t answer her calls, and she’s fired from her job. She finds a
cheap apartment in a run-down part of town, all the while wondering what
happened to Harry. Just as Ruby thinks she’s hit rock bottom, strange and
menacing things start to happen—someone is sneaking into her apartment, and
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someone is following her home late at night—and she is going to have to fight for
her survival.

Come Closer
Presents fifteen "invitations" for readers to become closer to Christ, with reflections
on scripture readings, application exercises, and discussion questions.

The Closer: Young Readers Edition
The authorized biography of Robert Pollard, indie rock icon and founder of the
music group Guided By Voices Robert Pollard has been a staple of the indie rock
scene since the early '80s, along with his band Guided By Voices. Pollard was a
longtime grade school teacher who toiled endlessly on his music, finding success
only after adopting a do-it-yourself approach, relying on lo-fi home recordings for
much of his and his band's career. A prolific artist, Pollard continues to churn out
album after album, much to the acclaim of critics and his obsessive and devoted
fans. But his story has never been faithfully told in its entirety. Until now. Author
Matthew Cutter is a longtime friend of Pollard and, with Pollard's blessing, he's set
out to tell the whole, true story of Guided By Voices. Closer You Are is the first book
to take an in-depth look at the man behind it all, with interviews conducted by the
author with Pollard's friends, family, and bandmates, along with unfettered access
to Pollard himself and his extensive archives. Robert Pollard has had an amazing
and seemingly endless career in rock music, but he's also established himself as a
consummate artist who works on his own terms. Now fans can at long last learn
the full story behind one of America's greatest living songwriters.

The Closer You Get
Mariano Rivera never dreamed of becoming a professional athlete. He didn't grow
up collecting baseball cards, playing Little League, or cheering on his home team
at the World Series. He had never heard of Babe Ruth, Lou Gehrig, Joe DiMaggio, or
Mickey Mantle. One day, that all changed. From a childhood playing pickup games
in Panama to an epic career with the New York Yankees, Mariano's rise to
greatness has been anything but ordinary. He's the guy on the mound who doesn't
hear the crowd, just the sound of the ump calling, Strike! The teammate you can
rely on, even when the bases are loaded in the bottom of the ninth. Whether you
know him as Mo or as the Sandman, Mariano is The Closer, and this is his story.
Full of tips for young athletes and tales from the Yankee clubhouse, The Closer:
Young Readers Edition is an inspiring story of perseverance, sportsmanship, and
dedication that have defined the life of a baseball legend.

Close, Closer, Closest
366 early messages from Dorothy Maclean inspired from the God within. These
followed from her contact with inner divinity in 1954. Many of these inspired
meditations have not been previously published. Dorothy is also the artist for the
cover and interior illustrations making this book a special treasure. Introduction by
Judy McAllister.
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Friends First
Critically acclaimed memoirist Aaron Hartzler, author of Rapture Practice, takes an
unflinching look at what happens to a small town when some of its residents
commit a terrible crime. This honest, authentic debut novel—inspired by the
events in the Steubenville rape case—will resonate with readers who've ever
walked that razor-thin line between guilt and innocence that so often gets blurred,
one hundred and forty characters at a time. The party at John Doone's last
Saturday night is a bit of a blur. Kate Weston can piece together most of the
details: Stacey Stallard handing her shots, Ben Cody taking her keys and getting
her home early. . . . But when a picture of Stacey passed out over Deacon Mills's
shoulder appears online the next morning, Kate suspects she doesn't have all the
details. When Stacey levels charges against four of Kate's classmates, the whole
town erupts into controversy. Facts that can't be ignored begin to surface, and
every answer Kate finds leads back to the same questions: Who witnessed what
happened to Stacey? And what responsibility do they have to speak up about what
they saw? National Book Award finalist Deb Caletti calls What We Saw "a smart,
sensitive, and gripping story about the courage it takes to do what's right."

The Closer You Get
"Turn every page" -- Robert Moses. The city-shaper ; Carbon footprint ; Sanctum
sanctorum for writers -- Lyndon Johnson. LBJA ; "Why can't you do a biography of
Napoleon?" ; Interviewing. "I lied under oath" : Luis Salas ; "Hell, no, he's not dead"
: Vernon Whiteside ; "It's all there in black and white" : Ella So Relle ; "I wanted to
be a citizen" : Margaret and David Frost ; "My eyes were just out on stems" : Lady
Bird Johnson ; Tricks of the trade -- A sense of place -- Two songs -- The Paris
Review interview.

Life as We Knew it
I haven't always been this bad Up until recently, I was the kind of girl who wore
white cotton panties and bent at the knees rather than the waist. Pomp and
circumstance changed all that. Jaxson Cassidy was my first taste of bad, and I liked
it more than I should have. Just not in the way I was meant to. I couldn't help
myself though. I found him irresistible. That sexy grin, those skilled fingers, and
that dirty, dirty mouth were a lethal combination. I wasn't supposed to want him. I
wasn't supposed to let him put his hands on me. I wasn't supposed to do a lot of
thingsbut I did. Now, he wants to keep me close. I should push him away. But he
says he can help me. I'm not so sure. And for some reason, he thinks there's good
left in me. What if he's wrong? Everyone knows a good boy can't turn a bad girl
around. Everyone knows it's always the other way. Everyoneexcept him.

Come Closer
From the New York Times bestselling author of Come to Me Softly, another
irresistible new adult romance in the Closer to You Series. His heart was turned
off… Until she turned him on…. Christopher Moore gave up on the idea of love
years ago. Now, his life is an endless string of parties and an even longer string of
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girls. Enjoying the physical perks with none of the emotional mess, he’s convinced
everyone that he’s satisfied—everyone but himself. Samantha Schultz has moved
on with her life. Finishing her student teaching and living with her boyfriend, she’s
deluded herself into believing she’s content. But there is one boy she never
forgot—her first love—and she keeps the memory of him locked up tight. She will
never allow any man to break her the way Christopher did. When Christopher’s
sister and her family move into a new neighborhood, Christopher is completely
unprepared to find Samantha living at the end of the street. Memories and unspent
desires put them on collision course of sex, lies, and lust. But when guilt and fear
send Samantha running, Christopher will have to fight for what has always been
his.
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